You have a big trip to "Sin City" planned and you want to ball it, but you're on a budget. One of our specialties in this business is finding ways to make vacations memorable without breaking the bank. In our Ultimate Guide to Cheap Bottle Service in Las Vegas, we walk you through ten of the best Vegas Bottle Service deals at some of the most popular nightclubs.

**OUR TOP 10 Cheapest Bottle Service Packages in Las Vegas**

($700 all-in) 2 New Amsterdam Vodka

($900 all-in) Any 2 of the following bottles:

- Tito’s Vodka 1L
- Absolut Vodka 1L
- Kettle One 1L
- New Amsterdam 1L
- Herradura Tequila 1L
- Patron 1 liter
- Jack Daniels 750ml
- Captain 750ml
- Crown Royal 1L
Standard Packages:

1. **$425** - 4 ppl - Belvedere 1-Liter & Chandon all-in @ **$574.07**
2. **$575** - 6 ppl - 2 x Belvedere 1-Liter all-in @ **$776.68**
3. **$675** - 8ppl - Belvedere Magnum 1.75-Liter & Chandon all-in @ **$911.76**
4. **$1,000** - 10ppl Belvedere Magnum 1.75-Liter & 2 x Veuve all-in @ **$1350.75**

++Tip and Tax, and non-hosted

Chateau Packages for Larger Groups and Upgraded Tables:

- **$1484.45** all-in for three Belvedere and one Volcan Tequila
- **$1619.40** all-in for three Belvedere and one Patron
Examples of our straight Bottle Service packages:

**Good Spot** $875 all-in for a Premium and a Bottle of 50 Blue Vodka

**Better Spot** $1200 all-in for a 1.75 Mag of Absolut Elyx and a Bottle of 50 Blue Vodka

**Best Spot** $1950 all-in 1.75 Mag Absolut Elyx, 1 Liter Premium and a Bottle of 50 Blue Vodka
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Two Bottle Deal: $900 all-in for 1 Premium and 1 Effen Vodka
Below are some examples of our straight Bottle Service packages:

($1150 All in) 2 50 Blue Vodkas (1 Liters)

($1250 All in) for 2 Premiums, (1 Liters)

($1950 All-In) for three 1L Bottles of 50 Blue Vodka

($1850 All-In) for 1 Magnum of Grey Goose Vodka (1.75L)& 1 Magnum of Veuve Clicquot (1.75L) Champagne, six waters and 4 Red Bulls

($2000 All-In) for two tables side-by-side – 4 Bottles of 50 Blu-Vodka, two 1 Liters and two 750mls

($2400 All-In) for 2 Magnums of Grey Goose Vodka (1.75L) - 6 waters and four Red Bulls

($3200 All-In) for 2 Magnums of Grey Goose (1.75L) & 1 Magnum of Veuve Clicquot, Champagne, six waters and 4 Red Bulls
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Examples of our straight Bottle Service packages:

2 Premium Alcohol 1-Liters for $1200 all-in
3 Grey Goose 1-Liters for $1600 all-in
2 Mags 1.75-Liters of Grey Goose @ $1900 all-in

Ask about more specials and a 1942 Tequila Special!!
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The $1300 package below is good for ten people, and the $2100 package accommodates a group of 12 or more.

Generally, you can get a Premium 1-liter bottle and a 1-liter bottle of Absolut Elyx for around $1,300 all-in (this includes all tips and taxes). If you want that upgraded, then you’re looking at a three-bottle deal for two Premium 1-liter bottles and an Absolut Elyx 1 Liter for around $2100 all-in.

I also have some specials with champagne for the ladies, and potentially some birthday, bachelor and bachelorette options as well. Just hit me up directly and I’ll make sure we have something that works for you.
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A typical package would be $1,400 all-in for a Premium bottle and a 750 ml of sponsored Vodka.

A little better table would be around $2500 all-in for two Premium bottles and a 750 ml of sponsored Vodka. The demand for the night will determine the location of the table.
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Drai's - ($1400 All-In) 4 Belvedere 750 Mls (Only on Thursdays and Select Nights)***

Drai's - ($2250 All-In) 4 Belvedere 750 Mls and 1 Liter of Belvedere (Only on Thursdays and Select Nights)*** - Upgraded Position

Drai's - ($3050 All-In) 4 Belvedere 750 Mls and 2 Liters of Belvedere (Only on Thursdays and Select Nights)*** - Upgraded Position, Possibly Upper/Lower Dance floor
Table Special Outside:

($1670 all-in) We can get a good table outside for (2 Premium Bottles – see below). Tip and tax are included.

Bottle Selections:

Vodka: Absolut Elyx, Effen, Belvedere, Grey Goose
Tequila: Avion Silver, Jaja Silver/Jaja Reposado, Patron Silver/Patron Reposado, Villa One Silver
Whiskey: Jack Daniels, Jameson
Rum: Bacardi
Gin: Hendricks
Cheap, All-Inclusive Packages

If you’re on a budget, we have some fantastic packages that include all you can eat and drink dinners, deals on gentlemen’s clubs, limo service and deals on Bottle Service. We have an entire section dedicated to our top budget packages. Possibly Upper/Lower Dance floor.

Splitting Bottle Service

We get splitting Bottle Service, and we know there’s a market for it because we’ve seen companies produce an app that does this and we have done it on several occasions when we know that the groups will get along. For example, if we have buddies in from Chicago and a couple in from Chicago, we know both parties will likely mesh. As a team, we would never put two groups together that we don’t personally know. Going on an app and expecting that you will get matched with a good group is like rolling the dice and hoping for the best. We would not want to take a chance on ruining your vacation if you don’t get paired with a good group.

The Final Word

Be warned, if you’re trying to buy super cheap Bottle Service in Las Vegas, the above packages with all-in prices are the best deals. There are no hidden fees and no funny business; the all-in price as listed is exactly what you will pay for in full. A lot of sites out there tell you there’s a $600 minimum and then when you get to the club, the cheapest bottle on the menu is $695 with tip, tax and venue fee so you end up paying $1,100 for one bottle. They get you with a bait-and-switch technique.

For $1,400 at Marquee, from the example above, you can have two bottles instead of one when normally two bottles at full price would be around $2,200! By working with us, you just saved yourself $800.

One thing’s for sure in Vegas, even if you have three or four people one bottle is never going to be enough for a good night of partying. No matter how little you think you’re going to consume, it never works out and you always need more alcohol. The whole point of going out and getting a table is to meet people, and if you meet people, you’re going to give them drinks at your table which in turn burns up the alcohol.

You can reserve any of the above deals with a small deposit via a secure PayPal invoice. With PayPal, you are allowed to swipe any credit card and then you’re locked in for the evening.

We hope you enjoyed our Ultimate Guide to Cheap Bottle Service in Las Vegas. We look forward to making your weekend amazing.